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Two types of hypergraph rewriting grammar are considered: the well-known context-free 
hypergraph grammar (or CFHG grammar, also known as hyperedge replacement system or 
HR system) and tile more recent separated handle hypergraph grammar (or S-HH grammar). 
It is shown that every S-HH hypergraph language of bounded (hyper-)degree can be 
generated by a (separated) CFHG grammar. This implies that these two types of grammar 
generate the same class of graph languages of bounded degree, but incomparable classes of 
hypergraph languages. © 1994 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are many different classes of "context-free graph languages," each of them 
generated by a different ype of context-free graph grammar, such as the context- 
free hypergraph grammar (CFHG grammar) of [BauCou87, HabKre87a, 
HabKre87b, Hab89], the boundary NLC grammar (B-NLC grammar) of 
[RozWe186], and the confluent edNCE grammar (C-edNCE grammar) of [Kau85, 
Bra88, Sch87, Eng89]. However, this diversity is less prominent when one restricts 
attention to graph languages of bounded egree. We prove that the CFHG gram- 
mars and the C-edNCE grammars generate the same class of graph languages of 
bounded degree (proved independently in [Bra91]). This extends the analogous 
result for CFHG grammars and B-edNCE grammars in [EngRoz90, Theorem 7], 
where B-edNCE (or boundary edNCE) grammars, investigated in, e.g., 
[EngLeiWel90, EngLei89, EngLeiRoz91], are a generalization of B-NLC gram- 
mars and a special case of C-edNCE grammars. For B-NLC grammars a related 
result is shown in [Lau88, Vog89]. 
Thus, it suffices to show that all C-edNCE graph languages of bounded egree 
are in CFHG. To prove this we consider the, recently introduced, separated handle 
hypergraph grammars (S-HH grammars) of [CouEngRoz90, CouEngRoz91] 
rather than the C-edNCE grammars. This has the advantage that both S-HH and 
CFHG grammars are hypergraph rewriting systems (and their rewriting procedures 
are quite similar). Moreover, S-HH grammars are easier to handle than C-edNCE 
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grammars. It is shown in [CouEngRoz90] that S-HH grammars and C-edNCE 
grammars generate the same class of graph languages, a strictly larger class than 
the one generated by the CFHG grammars (as shown in [EngRoz90]). 
Hence, we will show that all S-HH graph languages of bounded degree are in 
CFHG. In fact, we prove a result that is stronger in two respects. First, we show 
that such languages are even in S-CFHG, where the S stands for "separated" (as 
in S-HH) which means that nonterminal edges of the grammar have no common 
incident nodes. Second, we show the result for hypergraph (rather than graph) 
languages of bounded degree, and even for hypergraph languages of bounded 
"hyper-degree," where "hyper-degree" is a natural generalization of degree, for 
hypergraphs: roughly speaking, a hypergraph language is of bounded hyper-degree, 
with bound b, if for every hypergraph H in the language and every hyperedge  of 
H there exist at most b -  1 other hyperedges in H that are incident with the same 
nodes as e, except at one given position. Since it is shown in [CouEngRoz90] that 
there exist hypergraph languages of bounded hyper-degree in CFHG which are not 
in S-CFHG, this implies that the CFHG grammars and the S-HH grammars 
generate two incomparable classes of hypergraph languages (as already mentioned 
in [CouEngRoz90]). Thus the results of this paper, together with some results of 
[EngRoz90, CouEngRoz90], show that 
1. for hypergraph languages in general, CFHG and S-HH are incomparable, 
2. for hypergraph languages of bounded hyper-degree, S-HH ~ CFHG, 
3. for graph languages, CFHG~ S-HH, and 
4. for graph languages of bounded egree, CFHG = S-HH. 
Note that (2) and (3) imply (1) and (4). 
We finally observe that, since strings can be viewed as graphs of degree at most 
two, our result implies that CFHG grammars and S-HH grammars (and C-edNCE 
grammars) generate the same class of string languages (investigated in 
[HabKre87a, EngHey91]). The same is true for (ranked) tree languages. 
This paper is divided into six sections, of which this introduction is the first. In 
the preliminary Section 2 handle hypergraph grammars, and in particular S-HH 
grammars, are defined, as in [CouEngRoz90]. In Section 3 it is shown that S-HH 
grammars are context-free, in the sense of [Cou87]. This allows the use of several 
techniques known from ordinary context-free grammars. Section 4 presents a 
normal form for S-HH grammars, which simplifies the comparison to CFHG gram- 
mars. S-HH grammars in normal form do not delete or merge edges. The notion 
of bounded hyper-degree is introduced in Section 5, and it is shown that every 
S-HH grammar (in normal form) that generates a hypergraph language of bounded 
hyper-degree has bounded uplication, i.e., has a uniform bound on the number of 
copies it makes of an edge (in general, an S-HH grammar can make an arbitrary 
number of copies of an, already generated, edge). It is then proved that such a 
grammar can be simulated by a non-duplicating S-HH grammar (in normal form). 
The resulting grammar does not delete, merge, or copy edges. Hence, as shown in 
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Section 6, it can easily be simulated by a (separated) CFHG grammar. CFHG 
grammars are defined in Section 6, as a special case of "multiple" handle hyper- 
graph grammars, where "multiple" stands for the fact that multiple hyperedges 
(with the same label) are allowed in hypergraphs (which is not the case for S-HH 
grammars). 
2. PRELIMINARIES: HANDLE HYPERGRAPH GRAMMARS 
We will use ~ to denote {0, 1,2 .... } and ~+ to denote {1,2 .... }. For m, n~[~, 
[m, n] = {i~ ~ I m<~i<<.n). For a set A, #A denotes its cardinality, and 2 A is its 
powerset. 
Let A be an alphabet (of edge labels). A (directed, edge labeled) hypergraph over 
A is a tuple H= (V, E), where V is the finite set of nodes (or vertices) and E is the 
finite set of (hyper)edges, where each hyperedge is a tuple (a, Vl .... , vk) with a E A, 
k>~ 1, and vi~ V for iE [-1, k]. HG(A) denotes the set of all hypergraphs over A. 
Let H = (V, E) be a hypergraph over A. Note that H may have multiple edges, 
but not with the same label. For an edge e = (a, vl, ..., vk) in E, we write vert(e) = 
(vl ..... vk), vert(e, i )=vi ,  and vset(e)= {vl .... ,v~}. Each node vi is said to be 
incident with e. The number i is said to be a tentacle of e. Note that the vi are not 
necessarily distinct. Note also that we do not allow k = 0. The integer k/> 1 is called 
the rank of e, denoted rank(e), and the symbol a is called the label of e, denoted 
lab(e). The degree of a node v ~ V is the number of edges v is incident with. 
As usual, we will add a subscript H to indicate that we deal with the hypergraph 
H; thus, VH stands for V, E~ for E, and, e.g., vertH for vert. 
Two hypergraphs H and K are disjoint if VH and Vx are disjoint. Two 
hypergraphs H and K are isomorphic if they differ only with respect o the identity 
of their nodes, i.e., formally, if there is a bijection f: V /~ VK such that 
EK = {f(e) I e~E~,} where, for e= (a, vl ..... vk), f (e)= (a, f(vl) ,  ..., f(vk)). Such a 
mapping is called an isomorphism. 
Remark. We assume the reader to be experienced in the problem of concrete 
versus abstract hypergraphs (where an abstract hypergraph is a class of isomorphic 
concrete hypergraphs). As usual in the theory of graph grammars we are interested 
in abstract hypergraphs, but use concrete hypergraphs as a concrete representation 
of abstract hypergraphs. Thus, we switch between concrete and abstract hyper- 
graphs whenever convenient. In particular, for two (concrete) hypergraphs H and 
K, H = K may either mean that they are equal or that they are isomorphic. 
We define two types of (directed) graphs, in terms of hypergraphs. The first type 
will be used in examples, and the second type is the one considered in [EngRoz90, 
CouEngRoz90]. Let A be an alphabet. An edge labeled graph over A is a hyper- 
graph H over A such that rank(e)= 2 for every e~Ei~. An edge and node labeled 
graph over A is a hypergraph H over A such that rank(e)~ { 1, 2} for every e ~ E~, 
and for every v ~ VH there is exactly one hyperedge ~ E~ with e = (a, v) for some 
a~A. The hyperedges of rank 2 are the (labeled) edges of the graph, whereas the 
hyperedges of rank 1 are its node labels. 
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Let A be an alphabet (of edge labels). A hypergraph with ports over A is a triple 
(V, E, port) such that (V, E) is in HG(A) and port is a finite subset of ~+ × VH. 
HGP(A) denotes the set of all hypergraphs with ports over A. If (i, v)e port, we say 
that v is an /-port (or just a port) and that i is a port number of v. Since port is 
a relation, we can use the usual terminology for relations. Thus, port(i) denotes 
{v~Vl( i ,v)eport}:  the set of all /-ports, and port-l(v) denotes { iE~+ I 
( i ,v)~port}: the set of all port numbers of a given node v. In the case that 
port = C5, we identify (V, E, port) with (V, E). Thus, every hypergraph is a hyper- 
graph with ports. Whenever it is clear from the context we will use "hypergraph" 
also to mean "hypergraph with ports." 
For a hypergraph with ports H, we denote its components by Vu, EH, and 
port~. Two hypergraphs with ports H and K are isomorphic if there is an 
isomorphism f from the hypergraph (V,~, EH) to the hypergraph (VK, E~:) such 
that portK= {(i, f(v)) ] (i, v)~ port/t}. 
Intuitively, suppose that, in a hypergraph K, a hypergraph H with ports is 
substituted for a handle consisting of an edge e of K, together with all its incident 
nodes. The substitution consists of removing e together with all nodes in vsetK(e), 
replacing them by H, and embedding H in the remainder of K. The embedding 
is controlled by the ports in portH, as follows. If an edge e' different from e is 
incident with the ith node of e, then for each node w of H that has port number i 
a "copy" of e' is created that will be incident with w. More precisely, each edge 
(a, Vl, ..., vk) • e of K is replaced by all edges (a, w:, ..., w~) such that for jG [1, k]: 
if viCvset~:(e ) then wj=vj, and if vjevset,:(e) then (i, wj)Eport H for some 
iG [1, rank(e)] such that vj= vertK(e, i). 
Thus, the nodes in portH(i) are the "gluing points" that replace vertx(e, i). If 
portH(i) contains more than one node, then, intuitively, vertK(e, i) is duplicated, 
and if port/~(i) is empty, then vertx(e, i) is deleted. 
We now define substitution formally (including the case that K has ports too). 
Let K and H be two hypergraphs with ports in HGP(A). If they are not disjoint, 
an isomorphic opy of H should be taken that is disjoint with K. Let e be an edge 
of K. Then the substitution of H for e in K, denoted K[H/e], is the hypergraph with 
ports (V, E, port) in HGP(A), defined as follows 
V= (VK- vset(e)) w Vn. 
For every node v ~ Vx, define rep(v) ___ V by 
rep(v)=~{v} if vCvset(e) 
(t.) {portH(i) I v= vert(e, i), i~ [1, rank(e)]} otherwise. 
E = En u {(a, w1, ... , Wk) [ 3e'G EK-- {e} : e '= (a, vl, ..., vk), 
wiGrep(vi) for every iG [1, k]}, 
port= {(i, w) l 3re Vn:(i, v)Gportx and werep(v)}. 
In other words, for every i, port(i)= 0 {rep(v)I v E port~:(i)}. 
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This notion of substitution is used to define the rewriting process of handle 
hypergraph grammers. A handle hypergraph grammar (abbreviated HH grammar) 
is a tuple G = (N, A, P, Xin), where N is the nonterminal alphabet, A is the terminal 
alphabet (disjoint with N), P is the finite set of productions, and )(in e N is the 
initial nonterminal. Every production in P is of the form X ~ H with X e N and 
He  HGP(N u A). 
For a hypergraph Ke  HGP(Nu A) we say that e e EK is a nonterminal edge if 
labx(e) e N, and a terminal edge otherwise. We denote the set of all terminal edges 
of K by tedg(K), and the set of all nonterminal edges of K by nedg(K). Whenever 
technically convenient, we assume that nedg(K) is linearly ordered, and we denote 
its j th element in this order by nedg(K, j). In fact, as shown in [Cou87], to handle 
the problem of concrete versus abstract hypergraphs in complete detail ( in  
particular, in connection with the substitution operation) it is necessary to consider 
hypergraphs with a linear order on their nonterminal edges and to consider 
isomorphisms between such ordered hypergraphs. In this paper we follow a more 
intuitive and, hence, less precise approach. 
For a hypergraph KeHGP(NwA)  we say that ve Vx is a nonterminal node if it 
is incident with a nonterminal edge, and a terminal node if it is not incident with 
any nonterminal edge. 













FIG. 1. A graph from L(G1), with na=4. 
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FIG. 2. S-HH grammar G 1. 
edge e E E K and a production X--* H of G such that labx(e)= X and K '= K[H/e]. 
As usual, *=, denotes the transitive reflexive closure of ~ ,  and, for n e N, =% 
denotes its nth power. 
By se(Xin ) we denote the hypergraph with a single edge, labeled )(in, together 
with one incident node. A hypergraph KEHG(NwA) such that se(Xin)*~K 
is a sentential form of G. The hypergraph language generated by G is L (G)= 
{KeHG(A)  I se(Xin) *:% K}. 
A hypergraph (with ports) over NwA is separated if no node is incident with 
two distinct nonterminal edges. In other words, in a separated hypergraph all 
nonterminal handles are disjoint: vset(e1)nvset(e2)=g23 for every two distinct 
nonterminal edges el and e2. An HH grammar is separated (abbreviated S-HH 
b a a 
b 
c 
FIG. 3. A derivation i G 1. 
571/48/1-5 
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grammar) if all right-hand sides of its productions are separated (and hence all its 
sentential forms are separated). S-HH grammars are the main topic of investigation 
of this paper. We give one example of an S-HH grammar. For more examples and 
more details we refer to [CouEngRoz90] (see also [CouEngRoz91]). 
EXAMPLE. Let us consider an S-HH grammar Ga=(N , A, P, Xin) such that 
L(G1) is the set of all edge labeled graphs of the form presented in Fig. 1; if no and 
nc denote the number of a-labeled and c-labeled edges in such a graph, respectively, 
then na~t~ and nc=4.na-2  if na1>l, nc=0 if na=0. We take N={Xin,  X}, 
A = {a, b, c}, and P consisting of the three productions shown in Fig. 2. The hyper- 
graphs with ports in the right-hand sides of these productions are drawn according 
to the following conventions. As usual in graphs, a node is drawn as a dot, and a 
terminal edge of rank 2 is drawn as a labeled arrow (in all our examples, terminal 
edges will have rank 2). In general, a nonterminal edge (Y, vl ..... vk) is drawn as 
a square box with label Y inside, together with a line labeled i (a tentacle) between 
the box and the dot representing vi, for every i~ [1, k]. To indicate the ports, each 
node v is labeled by the elements of port l(v). 
A derivation of the graph in L(G1) with n~ = 2 is shown in Fig. 3. It uses the first 
production once, then the second production twice, and finally the third production 
once. 
3. S -HH GRAMMARS ARE CONTEXT-FREE 
In this section we prove that S-HH grammars are context-free in the sense 
of Courcelle [Cou87]. Intuitively this means that a derivation K*~ F with 
K~HGP(NwA) and F~HGP(A)  can be decomposed into m derivations, 
one derivation for each of the m nonterminal edges of K. This decomposition of 
derivations is formally presented in the Decomposition Lemma. As shown in 
[Cou87, Section 2], such a decomposition lemma follows, in general, from the fact 
that substitution is "confluent" and "associative." Thus, these two properties are 
proved first. Moreover, to be able to formulate the notion of a derivation "starting 
from a nonterminal edge," it is convenient to assume that all nonterminal edges 
with the same label have the same rank. S-HH grammars with this property are 
said to be typed, and it is shown in the Typing Lemma that we may always assume 
S-HH grammars to be typed. At the end of the section we observe that, due to the 
decomposition lemma, S-HH grammars can be reduced, in the same way as 
ordinary context-free grammars. 
We first consider confluence and associativity of substitution. It is proved 
in [CouEngRoz90, Lemma 2.5] that S-HH grammars are confluent, i.e., that in 
sentential forms the substitution of hypergraphs with ports for handles is order 
independent. Here we state a slightly stronger version of that lemma. 
CONFLUENCE LEMMA. Let N be an alphabet of nonterminals, and let A be an 
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alphabet of terminals (disjoint with N). Let K, HI, H2 ~ HGP(N to A) be separated, 
and let el, e2 be distinct edges in nedg(K). Then K[H1/el]EH2/e2] = 
K[H2/e2] [H1/el 1. 
Proof The proof is similar to the one of [CouEngRoz90, Lemma2.5]. 
Assuming K, H1, and H2 to be mutually disjoint, it can be checked that both 
KEHI/el ] EH2/e2 ] and K[H2/e2 ] [H1/el ] are equal to the hypergraph ( V, E, port) 
defined as follows. 
V= ( VK-- vset(el) -- vset(e2)) to VHI to VH2. 
For every vertex v ~ Vx, define rep'(v) _~ V by 
{v} if vq~vset(ei) fo r i= l ,2 ,  
]U  {portl(i) I v = vert(el, i), i~ El, rank(el)] } 
rep'(v)= ~ if v~vset(el), 
J 0 {port2(i) I v = vert(e2, i), i~ El, rank(e2)] }
if v~vset(e2). 
E = EH~ to EH2 
w {(a, w I ..... wk)] 3et@EK-- {el, e2} : e '=  (a, vl ..... vk), 
wie rep'(vi) for every ie El, k]}, 
port = {(i, w) I 3re VK : (i, v)eportK and werep'(v)}. II 
For separated hypergraphs K, H 1, H2,. . . ,Hm~HGP(NtoA) and distinct 
nonterminal edges el, e2 .... , em~E K (with 1 ~<m~< #nedg(K)), we abbreviate 
KEH1/el][H2/ez]... [Hm/em] as K[Hj/ej, 1 <~j<~m]. It follows from the previous 
lemma that the order of el ..... e m is irrelevant. 
According to ECou87, Definition 2.10] a graph grammar is context-free if it is 
confluent and associative. In the next lemma we show that S-HH grammars are 
associative (and thus, context-free). 
ASSOCIATIVITY LEMMA. Let N be an alphabet of nonterminals, and let A be an 
alphabet of terminals (disjoint with N). Let M, K, H ~ HGP(Nto A) be separated, and 
let e ~ nedg(M) and f 6 nedg(K). Then M[K/e] [H/f] = M[K[H/f ] /e] .  
Proof Assuming H, K, and M to be disjoint, it can be checked that both 
M[K/e] [H/f]  and M[ K[ H/ f  ]/e ] are equal to the hypergraph (V, E, port) defined 
as follows. 
V= ( VM -- vsetg(e)) w ( VK -- vsetK(f)) to V/4. 
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For every v e VM W V,r, r(v) ~ V is defined by 
{v} if ve V,r-vset,r( /)  
{weVHI 3j : ( j ,w)eportH, v=vertx(f , j )} if vevset,r( f )  
{v} if ve VM--vsetM(e ) 
r(v) = {w e V,r-- vsetK(f) I 3i : (i, W) e port,r, v = vertM(e, i)} 
w {we VHI 3uevset,r( f )  : 
3j : (j, w) e portH, u = vert,r(f, j), 
3i : (i, u) s port,r, v = vertM(e, i)} if v E vsetM(e). 
E=EHw {(a, wl, w2 ..... w~)l 3Vl, v2,..., vk:wier(vi) for all ie [1, k], 
(a, vl, v2 ..... vk)e (E M-  {e})w (E , r -  {f})}, 
port = {(i, w) l 2re VM: (i, v)eportM and wer(v)}. I 
We now show that we may assume S-HH grammars to be typed, in the sense 
that each nonterminal determines the rank of the edges it labels. In that case it is 
also straightforward to remove superfluous port numbers from the right-hand sides 
of the productions. 
DEFINITION. An S-HH grammar G = (N, A, P, Xin ) is typed if there is a mapping 
z: N~ N, called the type function of G, such that 
(1) z(Xin)=0, and 
(2) for every X~H in P, z(lab(e))=rank(e) for all eenedg(H),  and 
port/~_~ [1, z(X)] x VH. 
The grammar G1 in the example of Section 2 is typed, with z(Xin)=0 and 
~(x)  = 2. 
For XE N, z(X) is called the type of X. Note that r(X) > 0 for all nonterminals 
X that occur in the right-hand side of a production, because very hyperedge has 
a rank greater than zero. Thus, nonterminals of type 0, such as Xin, do not appear 
in the right-hand sides of productions (and hence we may assume that Xin is the 
only nonterminal of type zero). 
The next lemma is similar to [Hab89, Theorem 1.4.3]. 
TYPING LEMMA. For every S-HH grammar there exists an equivalent typed 
S-HH grammar. 
Proof. Let G=(N, A, P, Xin) be an S-HH grammar. We first construct an 
equivalent S-HH grammar G $ = (N s, A, pS, X~n) by adding to each nonterminal of 
G the information saying what the rank is of the edge that it labels (in a sentential 
form, except se(gin)) .  Thus, N $ = (N x [ 1, m]) u { (Xin, 0 ) } and XiS, = (gin, 0), 
where m is the maximal rank of nonterminal edges in the right-hand sides of the 
productions in P. The productions in pS are constructed as follows. If X--* H is in 
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P and (X, t )  is in N s, then P$ contains the production (X, t )~H' ,  where 
V H, = VH, E H, = tedg(g) w {( (X ,k ) ,  vl , . . . ,v~)l(X, Vl .... ,vk) e nedg(H)}, and 
portH, = portH. 
This ends the construction of G s. It should be clear that the sentential forms of 
G s are the same as those of G, except hat each nonterminal edge e is relabeled by 
(X, t) ,  where X is its original label and t =rank(e) (but t - -0  in the case that the 
sentential form is se(Xin)). Hence, from G s an equivalent yped S-HH grammar 
G '= (N s, A, P', XiSn) can be constructed by dropping useless port numbers from the 
right-hand sides of the productions: if (X, t )~H'  is in P$, then (X , t )~ 
( VH,, EH,, port) is in P', where port = portH, n ([1, t] X VH,). The type function of 
G' is defined by z((X, t ) )=t ,  for all (X, t )eN $. The correctness of G' follows 
from the following obvious property of substitution. Let e be a nonterminal edge 
in a hypergraph KeHG(NwA) .  Let H, H'eHGP(NuA)  be such that VH,= VH, 
EH,=EH, and pOrty, =por tHn ([1, rank(e)] x VH). Then K[H/e] =K[H'/e]. ] 
From now on, we only consider S-HH grammars that are typed The type 
function of a typed S-HH grammar G will be denoted z or za. 
Let G = (N, A, P, Xin ) be a (typed) S-HH grammar. For every nonterminal Xe N 
with r (X)> 0 we define se(X) to be the hypergraph with ports H, consisting of a 
single hyperedge , labeled X, together with z(X) incident, distinct, nodes, and 
portH= {(i, vertH(e, i))1 ie [1, r(X)] }. Now, intuitively, a derivation se(X) *~ K 
models a derivation "starting from a nonterminal edge." Note that se(X)~ K iff 
X--*Kis in P. 
We now show that derivations of S-HH grammars can be decomposed, as in 
[Cou87, Lemma2.14] (see also, e.g., the Context-freeness Lemma II.2.4 of 
Hab89] ). 
DECOMPOSITION LEMMA. Let G=(N,A,P ,  Xin) be an S-HH grammar. Let 
Ke HGP(N~ A) be a separated hypergraph, with k = #nedg(K) and ei= nedg(K, i) 
for all i6 [1 ,  k]. Let FeHGP(A)  and neN.  Then K=:~ F in G iff there 
exist F1 ..... FkeHGP(A)  and n(1) .... ,n(k)e N such that F=K[Fi/ei, 1 <~i~k], 
se(lab(ei)) ,(i). Fi in G for all i6 [1, k], and zki 1 n(i)=n. 
Proof It can easily be checked that S-HH grammars fit into the framework of 
abstract context-free grammars of [Cou87, Section 2], and, hence, that the present 
lemma is the same as [Cou87, Lemma2.14]. For completeness ake we provide 
here a proof for readers who are not familiar with [Cou87]. 
Note that all n(i) must be positive, because se(lab(ei))eHGP(N) and 
Fee HGP(A). Consequently the statement is trivial for n = 0. In that case k = 0 and 
K= F. Suppose it is true for n. 
(Only if) Let K n+l ;- F be a derivation of G. Then there exist e e EK, lab(e) --* H 
in P, and MeHGP(NuA) ,  such that K~M=~F and M=K[H/e].  Let 
m=#nedg(M) ,  and em]=nedg(M,j) for all j e [1 ,  m]. By the induction 
hypothesis there are FmjeHGP(A) for all j e  [1, m] such that F=M[Fm/emy, 
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1 ~j4  m], and se(lab(emj)) nm</):.Fmj in G, with Z)%1nm(j) = n. So 
F=K[H/e][Fm/emj, 1 <~j<~m]. 
Note that nedg(M)= nedg(H) w (nedg(K) -{e}) .  Let h = #nedg(H). So 
m = h + k -  1. Assume that {eml ..... emh} = nedg(H) and {emh+l,..., emm} = 
nedg(K) -  {e}. 
Let F'=H[Fm/emj, 1 ~j<<.h]. Then we obtain from the induction hypothesis 
/7 '  ! " t h • " n '  + 1 thatH~F wlthn =Zj=I  nm(j).Hence, smcese(lab(e))~ H, se(lab(e)) -F. 
By the Confluence Lemma and the Associativity Lemma, F= K[F'/e] [Fm/emj, 
h + 1 ~< j ~< m]. Thus F= K[Fi/ei, 1 <~ i <~ k], where F i = F'  if e/= e, and Fi = Fmj if 
ei=emj, and z/k=1 n(i)=n' + 1 +z jmh+l  nm(j)= 1 +Y'.)~--1 nm(j)= 1 +n. 
(If) Let F1,...,FkEHGP(A) be such that F=K[Fi/e~, l<~i<~k] and 
se(lab(e~)) ,(i),. Fi in G, with ~=1 n(i)=n+ 1. Consider the derivation of F~. 
There exists lab(e l )~H in P such that se(lab(et))=~H n~l) 1 F1" Consider 
M= K[H/el] and assume, as above, that nedg(H)= {eml, ..., emh} and nedg(K) -  
{el}={emh+l ..... emm}={e2 ..... ek}. The induction hypothesis, applied to the 
derivation H ,(1~ 1> F~, implies that there exist Fml ..... Fmhe HGP(A) such that 
FI =H[Fmj/emj, 1 <~j<~h] and se(lab(emj)) ~m~J):.Fmi for all jE  [1, h], with 
Z~=I nm(j)=n(1)-  1. 
Define, for h+l<~j~m, Fmj=F~ and nm(j)=n(i) if emj=ei. Then, by the 
Confluence and Associativity Lemmas, F= K[F1/e~][Fm/emj, h+ 1 <~ j <~ m] = 
K[H[Fm/emj, l <.j<~h]/el][Fm/emj, h+ 1 ~j<.m] =K[H/el][Fm/emj, 1 <.j<~m] 
i m = M[Fm/emj, 1 <~j <~ m]. Hence, by the induction hypothesis (snce Y~j= ~ nm(j)= 
y,k n (~=2n( i ) )+n(1) - - l=n+l - -1) ,  M~F.  Thus, K~K[H/e l ]=M=%F,  so 
K "+~- F. I 
Based on this decomposition lemma it can easily be shown that S-HH grammars 
may always be assumed to be reduced, in the usual sense. An S-HH grammar 
G = (N, A, P, )(in) is reduced if for every nonterminal X~ N there exist hypergraphs 
K~ HG(Nu A) and FE HG(A) such that se(Xin) *~ K *~ F and X occurs in K (i.e., 
there exists e ~ nedg(K) with labK(e)= X). 
An S-HH grammar can be turned into an equivalent reduced S-HH grammar in 
exactly the same way as an ordinary context-free grammar. First one computes all 
nonterminals X such that se (X)~ F for some F6HGP(A).  Then one throws away 
all nonterminals that do not have this property, together with the productions in 
which they appear. Next one computes all nonterminals that occur in a sentential 
form of the remaining rammar. And finally one throws away all nonterminals that 
do not have this property, again together with the productions in which they 
appear. The correctness of the first stage of this procedure follows from the Decom- 
position Lemma: in fact, se(X) n+ 1 F iff there exists a production X~ K such that 
K =% F, and then the Decomposition Lemma can be applied to the derivation 
K =%F. 
Since the resulting grammar is obtained just be throwing away nonterminals and 
productions, the reduction procedure preserves all properties of S-HH grammars 
that we will be interested in. 
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Rewriting a handle in a sentential form of an S-HH grammar usually affects the 
direct environment of the handle. In particular, terminal edges incident with the 
nonterminal handle may disappear or may be duplicated. For reasons of clarity 
(and to simplify the comparison to context-free hypergraph grammars), we would 
like to put S-HH grammars into a normal form for which this change of environ- 
ment is as simple as possible. First, duplication of edges is an essential feature of 
S-HH grammars. However, it is desirable that duplication can only be the result of 
the explicit presence of multiple/-ports. Second, it is desirable that terminal edges 
do not disappear: existing edges should not be deleted or merged with each other. 
We now discuss this in more detail. 
Consider the hypergraph K given in Fig. 4. If we rewrite the X-labeled non- 
terminal edge e by the hypergraph H, then the a-labeled edge of K is duplicated 
although there is just one /-port for every i t  [1, rank(e)] in H. We call a 
hypergraph loop-free if no nonterminal edge e has a loop, i.e., #vset(e)= rank(e) 
(as in [CouEngRoz90]). As S-HH grammar G is loop-free if H is loop-free for 
every production X~H of G (cf. loop-free CFHG grammars; see [Hab89, 
Theorem 1.4.6, or EngHey89, Section6]). The grammar G1 of the example in 
Section 2 is loop-free. 
Because dges are distinguished by their labels and incident nodes only, they can 
be merged during handle rewriting. This may occur in two ways. The first is 
illustrated by Fig. 5. By substituting H for the nonterminal edge in K, the a-labeled 
edges of K and H are merged. To avoid this, we define the following notion 
(introduced in [CouEngRoz90]). An S-HH grammar is parasite-free if, for every 
production X--. H of G, H is parasite-free; i.e., no nonterminal edge e of H has a 
parasite, where a parasite is a (terminal) edge e' ¢ e such that vset(e') ~ vset(e). The 
grammar G1 of the example in Section 2 is parasite-free. 
In Fig. 6 the second way of merging edges is shown. The two a-labeled edges of 
the hypergraph K are identified if we substitute H for e, with portH(1)c~ 
por t /~(2)¢~.  An S-HH grammar is non-overlapping if for all its productions 
X~ H the right-hand side H is non-overlapping, i.e., portH(i)c~ portH( j )= ~ for 
i I 2 K= H= • o 
K [H/e ]  = 
FIG. 4. K is not loop-flee: duplication. 
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K= 1~2 H= 1 a 2 
a 
K[H/e] = • > 
FIG. 5. Kis not parasite-free: merging. 
all i C j  (cf. identification-free CFHG grammars; see Theorem 6 of [EngRoz90] or 
Lemma 3.2 of [EngHey91]). The grammar G1 of the example in Section 2 is not 
non-overlapping: in the third production, portH(1)=portH(2)= {V}, where v is 
the unique node of H; the right-hand sides of the other two productions are non- 
overlapping. 
Note that for a non-overlapping (parasite-free, loop-free) S-HH grammar, 
every hypergraph (with ports) derived from se(X), XeN,  is non-overlapping 
(parasite-free, loop-free, respectively). 
Figure 7 shows an example of rewriting a handle that leads to (terminal) edge 
deletion. To exclude such situations we introduce non-deleting rammars; the 
definition is dynamic, i.e., involves the sentential forms of the grammar. An S-HH 
grammar G = (N, A, P, Xi,) is non-deleting if for every sententiai form K of G, 
every nonterminal edge e of K, every production lab(e)-+H of G, and 
every ie [1, rank(e)], if vert(e, i) is incident with a terminal edge in K, then 
portH(i) ¢ ~.  Thus, terminal edges do not disappear by the application of a 
production. It can easily be seen that the grammar G a of the example in Section 2 
is non-deleting. 
We strengthen the non-deleting property in the following way. If a nonterminal 
node vert(e, i) in a sentential form K is not incident with any terminal edge, then 
we might as well have portH(i)= ~ for every production lab(e)~ H. In a non- 
deleting grammar with this additional property, a tentacle i of a nonterminal edge 
e is either useful, in the sense that vert(e, i) is incident with a terminal edge that is 
not deleted, or useless, in the sense that vert(e, i) is not incident with a terminal 
K = 
1,2 
H = • 
K[H/0] = ta  
FIG. 6. H is not non-overlapping: merging. 
K = 







FIG. 7. Deletion. 
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edge and the tentacle is "dropped" in every production. It would, moreover, be 
convenient if the label of e determines which of its tentacles are useful and which 
are useless. This leads to the following definition. 
An S-HH grammar G = (N, A, P, Xin) is incidence sensitive if there is a mapping 
t/: N ~ 2 ~, called the incidence function, such that 
(1) for every X~N,  tl(X)c_ [1, z(X)], 
(2) for every sentential form K of G and every nonterminal edge e of K, 
t/(lab(e)) = {ie [1, rank(e)] ] vertr(e, i) is incident with a terminal edge}, and 
(3) for every production X~ H in P, q(X)= {i~ [1, v(X)] ] portn( i )¢ ~Z~}. 
Grammar G1 of the example in Section 2 is not incidence sensitive: the right- 
hand side of the first production is a sentential form in which the second tentacle 
of the X-labeled edge is not incident with any terminal edge, but in the other two 
productions portH(2) ~ ~.  
Clearly, every incidence sensitive grammar is non-deleting. We also observe that, 
as can easily be proved, the second (dynamic) condition in the definition of 
incidence sensitiveness can be replaced by the following two static conditions: 
(2a) ~(Xin) = ~, 
(2b) for every production X~H in P and every je  [1, m] (with m= 
#nedg(H), ej= nedg(H, j), and Xj= lab(ej)), t/(Xj)= {ie [1, z(Xj)] ] vert,(ej, i) is 
incident with a terminal edge in H or vertH(ej, i) is a port of H}. 
We have now discussed all the properties we wish an S-HH grammar in normal 
form to have. 
DEFINITION. An S-HH grammar is proper if it is loop-free, parasite-free, non- 
overlapping, and incidence sensitive. 
In the rest of this section it is shown in three steps that every S-HH grammar 
may be assumed to be proper. First we show, in Lemma 1, how to turn every S-HH 
grammar into one that is loop-free, parasite-free, and non-overlapping. In fact, we 
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only consider the non-overlapping feature, because the loop-free and parasite-free 
properties are already treated in [CouEngRoz90]. The second step (Lemma 2) 
handles the non-deleting property, and in the final step (Theorem 3) we consider 
the incidence sensitive property. 
LEMMA 1. For every S-HH grammar G there exists a non-overlapping, parasite- 
free, and loop-free S-HH grammar G' such that L(G') -- L(G). 
Proof Let G=(N,A ,P ,  Xin) be an S-HH grammar. By [CouEngRoz90, 
Lemma 2.7] we may assume that G is parasite-free and loop-free. (Note that the 
proof of the Typing Lemma preserves these properties.) We shall construct an 
equivalent non-overlapping S-HH grammar G'=(N,A ,P ' ,X in ) ,  that is still 
parasite-free and loop-free. 
The idea of the construction is that a production X--, H of G can be made 
non-overlapping by viewing each (non-empty) set of port numbers as a new port 
number. A terminal node v of H with port numbers S= port/c~(v) in G will have 
one (or no) port number, corresponding to the set S, in G'. For nonterminal nodes 
the situation is more complicated. Each nonterminal edge will get a new tentacle, 
with a new nonterminal node, corresponding to each non-empty set S of old 
tentacles. The new tentacle will "carry" (copies of) all terminal edges that are 
"carried" by the old tentacles in S, and the nonterminal node of the new tentacle 
will get one (or no) port number, corresponding to the union of all sets of port 
numbers of the nonterminal nodes of the old tentacles in S. 
Formally we define, for all XeN,  the set of its "new" tentacles tent(X)= 
{SlS~ZJ, s=_ [1, z~(x)]}. We give this set a fixed but arbitrary order, and we 
denote the ith element of the ordered set tent(X) by tent(X, i). The nonterminal 
alphabet of G' is that of G, but the type function of G' is defined as za,(X)= 
# tent(X). P' is constructed from P as follows. 
Let X--*H be in P. Then P' contains the production X-*set(H, X), where 
set(H, X) is the hypergraph with ports (V, E, port) with 
V= {re VH[ V is a terminal node} w {(e, S) I e e nedg(H), Se tent(lab(e))}, 
E= {(lab(e), (e, $1), (e, $2) ..... (e, S#te,t0ab(e)))) [ ee nedg(H), 
S/= tent(lab(e), i) for ie [-1, #tent(lab(e))] } 
w{(a, wl,w2 .... ,Wk) I3Vl,V2 ..... vk~VH:(a,  Vl,V2 ..... vk)etedg(H), 
wreneW(Vr) for all re  [1, k]}, 
where for all v E VH, new(v) ~ V is defined by 
new( ) = {{v} 
{(e, S) I SreS 'v=ver t (e ,  r)} 
if v is terminal 
if v is nonterminal, 
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port = {(i, v) l v is a terminal node, tent(X, i )= portHl(v)} 
w {(i, (e, S))leEnedg(H), S~ tent(lab(e)), 
tent(X, i )= (Jr~s portMl(vert( e,r))}. 
This ends the construction of G'. 
G' is non-overlapping because very terminal node v and nonterminal node (e, S) 
uniquely determines its port number i. Besides, G' is loop-free, because very non- 
terminal edge e in set(H, X) has rG,(lab(e)) distinct incident nodes. According to 
the definition of new(v), nonterminal nodes of a nonterminal edge e in set(H, X) are 
obtained from nonterminal nodes of the same edge e in H; from this (and the fact 
that G is parasite-free) it follows that G' is parasite-free too. 
It remains to show that L(G') = L(G). To this aim we first define for every hyper- 
graph K with port numbers in [1, TG(X)] the corresponding non-overlapping 
hypergraph collect(K, X) with port numbers in [1, rc,(X)]: collect(K, X) is the 
hypergraph K' with VK,= VK, EK,=Ex, and, for every i~ [1, z~,(X)], portK,(i)= 
{v ~ VKI portxl(V)= tent(X, i)}. Note that the mapping collect(--, X) is a bijection 
between the hypergraphs with port numbers in [-1, r~(X)] and the hypergraphs 
with port numbers in I-1, zG,(X)]. Thus, it now suffices to prove the following 
claim: for every X~ N and F~ HGP(A), 
(1) se(X) ~ collect(F, X) in G' iff se(X) ~ F in G (where it should be noted 
that se(X) denotes two different hypergraphs in G and in G'). 
For later use we mention the following general property of "collect": 
(2) if H is non-overlapping, then collect(K, X)[H/e] = collect( K[ H/e ], X). 
To prove (1) we first have a closer look at the right-hand sides of productions 
of G'. For X~ N, let sing(X) denote the hypergraph with distinct nodes Vl ..... vk, 
where k=r~,(X), with one edge (X, vl ..... vk), and such that, for every jE [1, k], 
the set of port numbers of vj equals tent(X, j). It can now be checked that, for every 
production X~ set(H, X) of G', 
(3) set(H, X)=collect(H[sing(X~)/ej, 1 <<,j<~m], X), where m = #nedg(H), 
e/= nedg(H, j), and X~ = lab(ej). 
This allows us to prove the claim. We first consider the if-direction. Let 
se(X) "+ ~. F in G, and assume that the claim holds for all numbers ~< n. Consider 
the first step of the derivation: se(X) ~ H =~ F, where X~ H is a production of G. 
By the Decomposition Lemma, F=HE~./ej, 1 <<.j<~m] and se(Xj) n(J).'-Fj in G, 
with n(j)<~n. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, se(Xj)*~ collect(Fj, Xj) in G'. 
Now, in G', se(X)~ set(H, X) ~ set(H, X)[collect(Fj, Xj)/fj, 1 <~ j <~ m], where ~ is 
the edge of set(H, X) corresponding to edge eJ of H, i.e., the single edge of (an 
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isomorphic opy of) sing(Xj). We now show that this hypergraph generated by 
se(X) in G' is in fact collect(F, X): 
set(H, X)[collect(Fj, Xi)/fj, 1 <<.j<~m] (by (3)) 
= collect(HEsing(Xj)/ej, 1 <~ j <~ m ], X) [collect(Fj, Xj)/J~, 1 <~ j ~ m] (by (2)) 
= collect(H[sing(Xj)/ej, 1~< j ~< m ] [collect(Fj, Xj)/J~, 1 <~ j <<. m ], X) 
(by the Associativity Lemma) 
= collect(H[sing(Xj) [collect(Fj, Xj)/fj, 1 <~ j <~ m]/ej, l <~ j <~ m], X) 
(because, clearly, sing(Xj) [collect(Fj, Xj)/fj, 1 <~ j <~ m] = Fj) 
= collect( H[ Fjej, 1 ~<j ~< m], X) = collect(F, X). 
This shows the if-direction of (1). The only-if-direction is similar. | 
We give a small example of the construction i this lemma. 
EXA~eLE 1. Consider the grammar G1 of the example in Section 2. As observed 
before, it is parasite-free and loop-free, but not non-overlapping. The productions 
of grammar G2, which is G'I as constructed in the proof of Lemma 1, are given in 
Fig. 8. In G2, r(X)=3 and tent(X, 1)= {1), tent(X, 2)= {2), and tent(X, 3)= 
{1, 2}. Note that G1 is non-deleting, but G2 is not. 
We now show that every S-HH grammar can be made non-deleting. 
LEMMA 2. For every S-HH grammar G there exists a non-deleting, loop-free, 
parasite-free, and non-overlappping S-t IH grammar G' such that L(G')--L(G). 
Proof. Let G= (N, A, P, Xi~) be an S-HH grammar. By Lemma 1 we may 
assume that G is loop-free, parasite-free, and non-overlapping. We shall construct 
a non-deleting S-HH grammar G'= (N', A, P', )(in) such that L(G')= L(G) (and 
such that G' is still loop-free, parasite-free, and non-overlapping). Before giving the 
formal description of this construction, we roughly explain the idea. We wish to 
Xin - -~  2 ° 
X > 
~ 2 
- ~a - ~V_~2_.12 ~ 2  
X > , ,3 
FIG. 8. S-HH grammar G2 is non-overlapping. 
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remove from the sentential forms of the grammar all terminal edges that are deleted 
at some point later in the derivation. Clearly, to do this, we have to remove them 
from the right-hand sides of the productions, in some way. Note that, after such an 
edge is introduced in the sentential form (by the application of some production), 
it need not be deleted immediately by the application of a production to the non- 
terminal edge adjacent o it, but it may be "passed" to another nonterminal edge 
any number of times before being deleted. More formally, if K is a sentential form, 
e is a nonterminal edge of K with label X, vert(e, i) is incident with a terminal 
edge e', and se(X)*~F with F~HGP(A), then the terminal edge e' should be 
removed from K if and only if portF(i) = ~.  Therefore we shall first construct G * 
such that e is labeled by (X, T~, where T= {i~ [1, zG(X)] ] portF(i) = ~Z~} and 
then construct G' from G S by removing all terminal edges that are incident with 
vert(e, i) with lab(e) = (X, T) and i e T. 
Formally, G $ is defined as (NS, A, pS, Xsi.), where N$= {(X, T) IX~N, T~_ 
[1, z~(X)]}, with zcs((X, T))=z~(X)  for all (X, T )~N $, XiSn= (Xin, ~) ,  and 
pS is constructed from P as follows. 
Let X~ He P with m = #nedg(H), and Xj= labH(nedg(H, j)) for all j~  [1, m]. 
Let, for all j~  [1, m], Tj_~ [1, z(Xj)]. 
We define the set of useless nonterminal nodes of H (with respect o the Tj) by 
useless = {v ~ V/c[ 3jE [1, m] 3i~ Tj:v = vert(nedg(H, j), i)}. 
Then P~ contains the production (X, T )~H S, where T={i~[1, z(X)]l 
port/c(/)___ useless} and H ~ = (VH, E s, port/c) with E s = tedg(H) u {((Xs, Tj), 
vl, ..., Vk)](Xj, Vl ..... Vk) ~ nedg(H)}. This ends the definition of G $. 
Now G' is defined as (N $, A, P', X~n), where P' is constructed from pS as 
follows. Let (X, T )~H be in pS with m= #nedg(H) and, for all j~[1 ,  m], 
labu(nedg(H,j))= (Xs, Tj). As above, let useless= {v~ V/c] SjE [1, m] 3iE Tj: 
v = vert(nedg(H, j), i)}. Then P' contains the production (X, T )~H'  with V/c, = 
V,, E , ,  = nedg(H)u {(a, Vl, v2 ..... vk) E tedg(H) t vi¢ useless for all i~ [1, k] }, and 
portw(i ) = port/c(/)-useless, for all i~ [1, v(X)]. This ends the construction of G'. 
Since the productions of G' are obtained from those of G by relabeling edges and 
by removing edges and port numbers, G' is still loop-free, parasite-free, and non- 
overlapping. 
The equivalence of G', G ~, and G follows from the following statement, which 
is easy to prove by induction on the length of the derivations (using the 
Decomposition Lemma): 
For X~N, T~_ [1, z(X)], and FE HGP(A), 
se(X) *~ F in  G and T= {i~ [1, z(X)] [ pOrtr(i) = ~} iff 
se((X, T ) ) *~F in  G $ iff 
se((X, T))  *~ F in G'. 
It remains to show that G' is non-deleting. Note first that, by the construction of 
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G s and G', if (X, T )~H is a production of G' and i6T, then portE(i)# ~.  It 
follows from the construction of G' that if a nonterminal edge e with label (X, T) 
is introduced in a sentential form K of G' (by the application of some production) 
and vert(e, i) is incident with a terminal edge, then i ¢ T, and hence (by the previous 
observation) portH(i) ~ ~ for every production (X, T) ~ H. This shows that G' is 
non-deleting (by induction on the length of the derivation of the sentential 
form). | 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider grammar G 2 of Example 1. The productions of grammar 
G3, which is the reduced version of G~ as constructed in the proof of Lemma 2, are 
given in Fig. 9. The nonterminals Xi,, Y, and Z stand for (Xin, G~), (X, {3} ), and 
(X, {1, 2}), respectively. Both Y and Z have type 3. Figure 10 shows the four 
productions Pl, P2, P3, P4 of an equivalent grammar G3, which is obtained from 
G3 by dropping nonterminal Z in an obvious way and by interchanging 2 and 3. 
Obviously, 03 is still loop-flee, parasite-flee, non-overlapping, and non-deleting. 
Xi n > = b -" ~ 2 * 
Xin ----> 
b 
y > 1 >a 
~~ .~ 2 
-" 1L._LJ2 ~ 2  
c...~ 2 
1 a y - ->  . .~ 
• 1 2 ~ ,  c 2 
Z > *3  
FIG. 9. S-HH grammar G 3 is non-deleting. 
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P] Xi  n > • >b -" 1 3 • 
P2 X in  
b 
1 a 
P3 Y > " > ; 1L..LJ3 ~ 3  
P4 Y > 
c...- ,,3 
1 a 
• " - ' ' - "c~c  3 
FIG. 10. S-HH grammar G3. 
We now show the main result of this section. 
THEOREM 3. For every S-HH grammar G there exists an equivalent proper S-HH 
grammar G'. 
Proof Let G=(N,A ,P ,  Xin ) be an S-HH grammar. By Lemma2 we may 
assume that G is loop-free, parasite-free, non-overlapping, and non-deleting. 
We shall construct an incidence sensitive S-HH grammar G'= (N', A, P', X~n ) such 
that L(G' )=L(G)  (and such that G' is still loop-free, parasite-free, and non- 
overlapping). 
We first construct a grammar G$= (N $, A, ps, X$n) with NS= {(X, T) [ XeN,  
T_  [1, z(X)]} and zG~((X, T))=TG(X ) for every (X, T)  eNS; the idea is that T 
is the set of tentacles of X that are incident with a terminal edge, in any sentential 
form. Thus X~n= (Xin , ~)  and P$ is constructed as follows: Let X~H be in P 
with m=#nedg(H) ,  es=nedg(H, j  ) and Xj=labH(ej) for je [1 ,  m], and let 
T~ [1, z(X)]. Then P$ contains the production (X, T)--*H', where Vw= V/4, 
portH = portH,, and E~/, = tedg(H) w { ( (Xj, Tj), v I ..... vk) [ (X s, v l ..... vk) e nedg(H) }, 
where, for every je  [1, m], Tj= {iE [-t, z(Xj)] [ either vertH(ej, i) is incident with a 
terminal edge in H or vertH(ej, i) 6 portH(r ) for some r e T}. 
This ends the construction of G s. Obviously G s is still loop-free, parasite-free, and 
non-overlapping. It is easy to prove that the sentential forms of G s are obtained 
from those of G by relabeling every nonterminal edge e by (X, T), where X is its 
original label and T is the set of tentacles of e that are incident with a terminal 
edge. This implies that L(G ~) -- L(G) and that G $ is still non-deleting. Note that, for 
the construction of G s to be correct, it is essential that G is non-deleting; otherwise 
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a terminal edge that is adjacent to two nonterminal edges can be deleted by one of 
the nonterminal edges, without the other noticing it. 
Define for G $ the incidence function q: N*~ 2 ~ by q((X, T})= T. Then, by the 
above, ~/ satisfies points (1) and (2) of the definition of incidence sensitiveness. 
Since G $ is non-deleting, it also satisfies one direction of point (3): for every 
production X~H in P, q(X)___{i~ [1, T(X)] Ipor tH( i )¢~}.  We now define 
G '= (N s, A, P', X~n ) by dropping port numbers from the productions of G $ as 
follows: If (X, T} ~ H is a production in P*, then (X,  T} ~ H' is one of P', where 
VH, = VH, Etr=E~,,  and port~,= {(i, v)eportH I is  r}. It should be clear that G' 
satisfies all the requirements (with the same incidence function ~/). | 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider grammar G3 of Example 2 (Fig. 10). It is not incidence 
sensitive for the same reason as G1. The productions of grammar G4, which is the 
reduced version of G; as constructed in the proof of Theorem 3, are P'I, P2, P3, P4, 
P5, P6, where p], Ps, and P6 are given in Fig. 11. In G4, both X and Y have type 
3, X stands for ( Yo~d, { 1 } } and Y stands for ( Yo~d, { 1, 3 } }, where Yo~d is the non- 
terminal Y of G3. Thus, G 4 is incidence sensitive with the incidence function t/ 
defined by t/(Xin) = ~,  t/(X) = {1}, and q(Y)= {1, 3}. 
Note that, for a nonterminal X of an incidence sensitive grammar, the tentacles 
outside ~/(X) can be ignored completely. In fact they could be removed from the 
grammar, except for the following annoying technical problem: in case t/(X)= 
(i.e., all tentacles of X are useless) the resulting nonterminal would have type 0 
which is impossible. 
Pl Xin ~ = > = I 3 " 
1 a 
Ps X ---> " 
F1G. 11. 
C.j~' 
1 a ~ r  / 
P6 X "---> m 
Some productions of S-HH grammar G4, which is incidence sensitive. 
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5. BOUNDED DUPLICATION 
After establishing a convenient normal form for S-HH grammars in the previous 
section we now turn to the actual subject of the paper. We wish to show that every 
S-HH language of bounded degree can be generated by a context-free hypergraph 
grammar. Let us first generalize the notion of bounded degree from graph 
languages to hypergraph languages. The most obvious way would be to require a 
bound on the degree of all nodes of all hypergraphs in the language. Instead we 
consider the following slightly more general, but also natural, generalization (which 
seems to be new). 
DEFINITION. A hypergraph language L is of bounded hyper-degree if there exists 
be  N such that for every HeL,  for every k~>2, for every j~  [1, k], and for every 
sequence Vl, ..., vj 1, U j+ l  . . . .  , v k of nodes of H: 
# {e e E H I rank(e) = k, vert(e, i) = v i 
for a l l i e{1  ..... j - l , j+ l  .... ,k}}~<b. 
Thus, intuitively, when fixing all tentacles of a hyperedge xcept one, the remaining 
tentacle can be attached to a bounded number of nodes only. Obviously, a graph 
language is of bounded hyper-degree iff it is of bounded degree (taking j = 1 in the 
above definition bounds the in-degree, and j = 2 the out-degree). An example of a 
hypergraph language that is of bounded hyper-degree but not of bounded degree is 
L={H(n)  Jn~N+},  where H(n) is the hypergraph with Vm. )={u,va ..... v., 
Wl,  ..., Wn} and Emn ) = {(a, u, vi, wi)] ie [1, n]}. Clearly, node u has degree n, but 
L is of bounded hyper-degree with bound b = 1: fixing the nodes for two of the 
tentacles of a hyperedge uniquely determines the node for the third tentacle. 
We wish to show that every S-HH language of bounded hyper-degree can be 
generated by a context-free hypergraph grammar. The main power that S-HH 
grammars have in addition to context-free hypergraph grammars is duplication. In 
this section we show that every S-HH language of bounded hyper-degree can be 
generated by a "non-duplicating" S-HH grammar, and in the next section we will 
show the (quite expected) fact a non-duplicating proper S-HH grammar can be 
simulated by a context-free hypergraph grammar. 
DEFINITION. Let G = (N, A, P, )(in) be an S-HH grammar. G is non-duplicating if,
for every production Jr--* H in P, H is non-duplicating, i.e., #por tn( ! )e  {0, 1 } for 
every i E N +. 
Let G be an S-HH grammar such that L(G) is of bounded hyper-degree with 
bound b. Intuitively, and roughly speaking, if K is a sentential form of G, e is a non- 
terminal edge of K with label X, and se(X) ~ F, then F can have at most b/-ports 
(for each i): if it would have more, and if vert(e, i) is incident with a terminal edge, 
then K[F/e]  ~ L(G) would contain more than b copies of that edge, contradicting 
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the bound on the hyper-degree. This argument will be made more precise in 
Lemma4. We will say that a grammar with this property has "bounded 
duplication," and we will show that every grammar of bounded duplication can be 
transformed into a non-duplicating rammar. 
DEFINITION. Let G= (N, A, P, Xin) be an S-HH grammar. For be  N, G has 
duplication index b if, for every XeN and FeHGP(A) ,  if se(X)*~F then 
#portF( i)  ~< b, for all i e [1, re(X)| .  G has bounded uplication if there exists b e N 
such that G has duplication index b. 
It is easy to see that every non-duplicating S-HH grammar has duplication index 
1, and hence has bounded duplication. 
LEMMA 4. Every proper S-HH grammar that generates a hypergraph language of 
bounded hyper-degree, has bounded uplication. 
Proof Let G= (N, A, P, Xin) be a proper S-HH grammar such that L(G) is a 
hypergraph language of bounded hyper-degree, with bound b. We claim that G has 
duplication index b. To prove this, consider YEN and FeHGP(A)  such that 
se(X)*~F, and let i~[1,~(X)] .  We have to show that #portF(i)<.b. Let 
t/: N--*2 ~ be the incidence function of G. Since G is incidence sensitive, 
#portF( i )  = 0 if i¢ t/(X). Thus it remains to consider the case that i E q(X). Since we 
may assume G to be reduced, there is a sentential form K of G that has an edge e 
with label X; moreover, we may assume that nedg(K) = {e}. Hence K[F/e] ~ L(G). 
Since G is incidence sensitive, there is a terminal edge e' = (a, v 1 ..... vk) of K that is 
incident with vertK(e, i). Suppose, to keep notation simple, that vl = vertK(e, i); all 
other cases are entirely similar. Note that k >~ 2 because G is parasite-free. Let us 
now consider some of the "descendants" of e' in K[F/e]. For j>~2, define 
wje VKEF/el as follows: if vj is a terminal node then wj = vj and if vj = vert~(e, r) for 
some re  1-1, r(X)] then wj is one of the elements of portF(r). Note that in the latter 
case r must be an element of ~/(X) and so portg(r) is not empty. Consider the set 
of edges E= {(a, w, w2, ..., Wk) L weportF(i)}. Obviously E~EI~EF/eJ. It now 
follows from the definition of bounded hyper-degree (with j = 1 in that definition) 
that #E~<b. Hence #portF( i  )=  #E~<b. | 
EXAMPLE 4. All grammars that we have considered in the examples generate a
language of bounded (hyper-)degree, cf. Fig. 1. It is easy to see that these grammars 
all have duplication index 2. | 
LEMMA 5. For every proper S-HH grammar G that has bounded uplication there 
exists a non-duplicating proper S-HH grammar G' such that L(G ' )= L(G). 
Proof Let G = (N, A, P, Xin) be a proper S-HH grammar that has duplication 
index b. Let t/ be the incidence function of G. First of all we wish to incorporate 
in each nonterminal X the information saying how many copies X is going to make 
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of each of its tentacles. Note that, due to incidence sensitiveness, if se(X) 
Fe  HGP(A), then pOrtr(i)= ~ iff i¢ r/(X). Hence this information can be coded as 
a mapping d: r/(X) ~ [1, b]. 
We construct an equivalent grammar G $ = (N $, A, P$, JfiSn) with N ~ = { (X, d )  [ 
XEN, d: r/(X)~ [1, b]} with zas((X, d))=z6(X), and X~= (Xi,, ~Z~). We wish 
the following statement to be true: 
se((X, d) )  *~ F in  G $ iff se(X) ~ F in G and, for every i~ r/(X), 
d(i) = # portF(i). 
With this in mind, the productions of P$ are constructed as follows: 
Let X ~ H be in P with m = # nedg(H) and Xj = lab(nedg(H, j)) for all j ~ [- 1, m ]. 
Let dj: r/(Xj) --* [1, b] for all j~ [1, m]. Define for every v~ U {portH(i) [ i~ r/(X)}: 
copies(v) = {1 if v is a terminal node of H 
dj(r) if v=vert(nedg(H, j) r) with rEr/(Xs). 
Note that, since G is incidence sensitive, useless nonterminal nodes (i.e., nodes 
vert(nedg(H, j), r) with r¢ r/(Xj)) have no port numbers (see the static condition 
(2b) following the definition of incidence sensitiveness). Note also that, for useful 
nonterminal nodes, copies(v) is uniquely determined because G is separated (which 
decides j) and loop-free (which decides r). 
Then pS contains the production (X ,d ) -~H $, where, for all i~r/(X), 
d(i)= Z~portH(i)copies(v), and H~= (VH, E, port~/), with 
E= tedg(H) u { ((Xj, dj), vl, ..., vk)[ (Xj, vl, ..., vk) ~ nedg(H)}, 
provided, of course, that d(i) ~ b for all i ~ r/(X). 
This ends the construction of G *. It should be clear that it satisfies the above 
statement and that it is still proper (with r/as ((X, d ) )= r/(X)) and has duplication 
index b. 
An equivalent non-duplicating S-HH grammar G'=(N',A,P',X~n) is now 
obtained from G s by means of a "copying" construction. The, obvious, idea of the 
construction is that if k copies are made of tentacle ie q(X) of a nonterminal X, 
with k ~< b, then X will have k tentacles, instead of tentacle i in G', one for each of 
the copies. Each new tentacle will "carry" (copies of) all terminal edges that were 
"carried" by tentacle i.
For every nonterminal (Jr, d )~N S, the set of its "new" tentacles is defined by 
tent ( ( ) ( ,d ) )={( i ,n ) [ i~q(X) ,  n~[1, d(i)]}u{(i, 1)li~[1, z(X)]-r/(X)}. We 
give the set tent(()(, d ) )  a fixed but arbitrary order of which the kth element is 
denoted tent(()(, d) ,  k). Intuitively, tentacle (i, n) is the nth copy of tentacle i.
We now define G' = (N', A, P', X'i.) with N' = N $ and Xin = X~n, where the type 
function of G' is defined as ZG,((X, d) )= #tent(()( ,  d)),  and P' is constructed in
the following way: 
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Let (X, d) - -+H be in pS with m= #nedg(H), ej=nedg(H,j), and (Xj, d j )=  
lab(ej) for every je  [1, m]. Define for all 1)e V/j 
t 
l 
num(19) = 1 
~dj(r) 
if 1) is a terminal node of H 
if 1) = vert(ej, r) with r ¢ ~/(Xi) 
if 1) = vert(es, r) with r ~ q(Xs). 
For each 19 ~ Vu the set of new nodes associated with 1) is defined to be new(v)= 
{new(v, 1), new(v, 2) ..... new(v, num(1)))}. Besides, we give the set of new nodes 
corresponding to /-ports, viz. U {new(v) lveport~l(i)}, some fixed but arbitrary 
order of wich the nth element is denoted newportn(i, n), for all ie~(X). Note that 
the cardinality of this set is d(i); thus, 1 <<. n <~ d(i). 
Then P' contains the production (X, d)~copy(H,  (X, d)), where copy(H, (X, d))  
is the hypergraph with ports H'  such that 
Vu, = [.9 {new(1))I 1)~ VH}, 
Eu,= {(a, w,, w2 ..... wk) l 3vl, v2 ..... vk~ VH: (a, Vl ,  /32, ..., vk) ~ tedg(H), 
wr~neW(Vr) for all re  El, k]} 
k..) { ( < Xj ,  dj>, w1, w 2 ..... W #tent(<Xj, dj>)) l 31)1, 192 .... , 1)k e VH : 
e j=  ( ( X j ,  dj>, 1)1, 1)2 ..... 1)k)' 
Vk~ [1, # tent((Xj, ds))] :wk = new(v/, n), 
where (i, n )= tent((Xj, dj), k)}, 
port,/, = {(k, newportH(i, n)) I k~ [1, #tent((X,  d) ) ] ,  i~ t/(X), 
nE [1, d(i)], (i, n) = tent((X, d),  k)}. 
This ends the construction of G'. It should be clear from the definition of port/r 
that G' is non-duplicating. It is also straightforward to check that G' is still proper, 
with the incidence function defined by r /a , ( (X ,d) )= {kE [1, #tent ( (X ,d ) ) ]  [
tent ( (X ,d) ,k )=( i ,n)  for some ie~l(X) and n~ [1, d(i)]}; to check incidence 
sensitiveness the static conditions (2a) and (2b) should be used rather than the 
dynamic ondition (2), see Section 4. 
It remains to show that L(G') = L(G$). The structure of the proof is the same as 
the one of Lemma 1. Consider a nonterminal (X, d)  and a hypergraph K with 
port numbers in ~/(X), such that #portK(i)= d(i) for every i~rl(X). For each such 
pair we define the set relab(K, (X, d) )  of all hypergraphs K' with port numbers in 
r/a,((X, d) )  that are obtained by turning the/-ports of K into "(i, n)-ports" in such 
a way that K' is non-duplicating; i.e., no two distinct nodes of K' have the same 
port number. Formally, re lab(K, (X ,d) )={K' l  Vx,=VK, EK,=EK, portx , -  ~ 
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qa.((X,d))xVi<,, K' is non-duplicating, and, for every i~q(X), portK(i)= 
{re VKI (k, v) sportK, with tent((X, d),  k )= (i, n) for some ne [1, d(i)] } }. 
It now suffices to prove the following claim: for every (X, d )eN '  and every 
F e HGP(A), 
(1) se((X,d) )*~F in G s iff 3F'erelab(F, (X ,d) ) : se( (X ,d) )*~F ' in  G'. 
Note that, for any hypergraph F' E HGP(A), if se((X, d))  ~ F' in G', then there is 
a unique F~ HGP(A) such that F' e relab(F, (X, d)). 
For later use we mention the following property of "relab":if  H is non- 
duplicating and does not delete ports of K (i.e., if vertK(e, i) is a port of K, then 
portH(i ) # ~) ,  then 
(2) relab(K, (X,d))[H/e]=relab(K[H/e], (X,d)) ,  where we have used 
the obvious point-wise extension of the substitution operation to sets: 
relab(K, (X, d))[H/e] denotes {K'[H/e] [K'E relab(K, (X, d))}. 
To prove (1) we first have a closer look at the right-hand sides of the productions 
of G'. For (X, d )  e N', let sing((X, d) )  denote the hypergraph with distinct nodes 
Vl .... , vk, where k = #tent((X,  d)), with one edge (X, Vl .... , vk), and such that, for 
i t  [1, ra4(X,  d) ) ] ,  port(i)= {vj [ tent((X, d ) , j )=  (i, n) for some n}. It can now 
be checked that, for every production (X, d )  --) copy(H, (X, d) )  of G', 
(3) copy(H, (X, d))erelab(H[sing((Xj, dj))/ej, 1 <<.j<~rn], (X, d)), where 
m = nedg(g), ej = nedg(H, j), and (Xj, dj) = lab(ej). 
To prove (1) it is now sufficient, similar to the proof of Lemma 1, to check the 
following computation, where, again, we use the obvious point-wise extension of 
the substitution operation, now for both arguments. For a production (X, d )  ~ H 
of G s and for hypergraphs F, Fie HGP(A) with F= H[FJej, 1 <~j<~m], 
copy(H, (X, d))[relab(Fj, (Xj, dj))/fj, 1 <<.j<~m] (by (3)) 
~_relab(H[sing(Xj)/ej, 1 <~j<~m], (X, d))[relab(Fj, (Xj, dj))/fj, 1 <~j<<.m] 
(by (2)) 
= relab( H[ sing( Xj )/e j, 1 ~<j~m][relab(Fj,  ( Xi, dj ) )/f j, t ~ j <~ m ], ( X, d ) ) 
(by the Associativity Lemma) 
= relab(H[sing(Xj)[relab(Fj, (Xj, dj))/fj, 1 <~j<.m]/ej, 1<~j~m]i (X, d)) 
(because, clearly, sing(Xj)[-relab(Fj, ( Xj, dj) )/fj, 1 <<. j <~ m] = Fj) 
= relab(H[FJej, 1 ~< j ~< m ], (X, d )  ) = relab(F, (X, d )  ). 
This ends the proof. | 
EXAMPLE 5. Consider grammar G 4 of Example 3. It has bounded duplication, 
with bound two. In fact, all terminal graphs F generated by se(X) have # portF(i) = 1, 
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1 a 
pl Y --> .- > : 
23 - > "3  
1 
- ~ -4  ¢ 
p~ Y ---> 
1 a .~ . . / ,  3 
1 a 
X > -- > 
FIG. 12. 
2 3 r - 
1 
C / 
Some productions of S-HH grammar Gs, which is non-duplicating. 
and those generated by se(Y) have #portF(1)= 1 and #portF(3)=2 (recall that 
r/(X)= {1} and r/(Y)= {1, 3}). Thus, the reduced version of the grammar G], as 
constructed from G 4 in the proof of Lemma 5, is the same as G4, when viewing X 
as <X, dx> with dx(1)= 1, and Y as (Y, dr> with dr ( l )=  1 and dy(3)=2. The 
productions of grammar Gs, which is G~ as constructed from the reduced version 
of G] in the proof of Lemma 5, are P'I, P2, P~, P~, P~, P6, where p~, p~, and p~ are 
given in Fig. 12. In G~, T(X) is still three, but r(Y) is now four. More precisely, 
tent(X)={(1,1), (2,1), (3,1)} with tent(X,k)=(k, 1) for k=1,2 ,3 ,  and 
tent(Y)= {(1, 1), (2, 1), (3, 1), (3,2)} with tent(Y, 1)=(1, 1), tent(Y, 2)=(2, 1), 
tent(Y, 3)=(3, 1), and tent(Y, 4)=(3, 2). The incidence function of G5 satisfies 
t/(X) = {1} and q(Y)= {1, 3, 4}. G5 is proper and non-duplicating. 
Now, by combining Theorem 3 and Lemmas 4 and 5, we obtain the main result 
of this section. 
THEOREM 6. For every S-HH grammar that generates a hypergraph language of 
bounded hyper-degree, there is an equivalent non-duplicating proper S-HH grammar. 
6. CONTEXT-FREE HYPERGRAPH GRAMMARS 
In this section we show that every non-duplicating proper S-HH grammar can be 
simulated by a (separated) context-free hypergraph grammar. The most convenient 
way to introduce context-free hypergraph grammars would be to view them as 
a special case of HH grammars. However, there is one technical difficulty: the 
hypergraphs generated by context4ree hypergraph grammars may have multiple 
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hyperedges with the same label and they may have hyperedges with no nodes (i.e., 
of rank zero), whereas the ones we consider in the present paper may not. For this 
reason we first consider "multiple" HH grammars that generate "multiple" 
hypergraphs, and then define context-free hypergraph grammars as a special type 
of multiple HH grammars. 
A multiple hypergraph over alphabet A is a tuple (V, E, lab, vert), where V and 
E are the finite sets of nodes and edges, respectively, lab is a mapping from E to 
A and vert is a mapping from E to V* (i.e., vert(e) is a, possibly empty, sequence 
of nodes, for every e e E). We identify an ordinary hypergraph (V, E) with the mul- 
tiple hypergraph (V, E, lab, vert) with lab(a, Vl .... , vk)= a and vert(a, vl, ..., vk)= 
(v,, ..., v~). Thus, every hypergraph is a multiple hypergraph. Ports are added to 
multiple hypergraphs in the same way as they are to hypergraphs. Substitution of 
multiple hypergraphs with ports is defined analogously to substitution of ordinary 
hypergraphs with ports, but with a subscript m to indicate the difference: K[H/e]m 
is the multiple hypergraph with ports (V, E, lab, vert, port), where V, rep, and port 
are defined as in the definition of K[H/e], and 
E= EHW { (e', wl, ..., w~> l e 'cEK--  {e}, vertr(e')=(Vl ..... vk), 
wierep(vi) for ie [1, k]}, 
lab((e', w,, ..., wk>)=labK(e'), lab(e)=labH(e ) for eeEH, 
vert((e', w, ..... wk)) = (w, ..... wk), vert(e)=vertH(e) for eEE H. 
A multiple HH grammar is defined in exactly the same way as an HH grammar, 
except that the right-hand sides of productions are multiple hypergraphs rather 
than hypergraphs, and - [ - / -  ]m is used rather than - [ - / -  ]. Properties of HH 
grammars, such as loop-free and separated, carry over to multiple HH grammars 
in the obvious way. 
We now define context-free hypergraph grammars, as in [BauCou87]. 
DEFINITION. A context-free hypergraph grammar (abbreviated CFHG grammar) 
is a loop-free, typed, multiple HH grammar such that, for every production X ~ H, 
#por t . ( / )  = 1 for every i~ [1, z(X)]. 
Note that in a CFHG grammar nonterminals X with ~(X)= 0 may well occur in 
right-hand sides of productions. 
CFHG grammars are edge rewriting rather than handle rewriting: one may 
assume that the nonterminal nodes of an edge e and their incident edges do not 
change during application of a production to e. The assumption that a CFHG 
grammar is loop-free is made because the CFHG grammars of [BauCou87] treat 
loops in a way different from the multiple HH grammars. This assumption is 
justified because every CFHG grammar can be turned into a loop-free one 
(Theorem 1.4.6 of [Hab89]; see also Section 6 of [EngHey89]). 
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We now prove the main result of this paper. The class of languages generated by 
(separated) CFHG grammars will be denoted by (S-)CFHG. 
THEOREM 7. Every S-HH hypergraph language of bounded hyper-degree is in 
S- CFHG. 
Proof Let G = (N, A, P, Xin ) be an S-HH grammar that generates a hypergraph 
language of bounded hyper-degree. By Theorem 6 we may assume that G is proper 
and non-duplicating. Let q be the incidence function of G. For every production 
X- ,H  of G and every iE [-1, z(X)], if i~q(X) then #portH(i) = 1, and if iCq(X) 
then # portH(i)= 0. Hence, the obvious idea is to turn G into an equivalent CFHG 
grammar by removing all useless tentacles, i.e., all tentacles not in t/(X), for every 
X~ N. Note that this may turn the type of some nonterminals into zero, but this 
is no problem for CFHG grammars. 
By consistently relabeling the tentacles of the nonterminals of G we may assume 
that, for every X~N, t/(X)= [1, #q(X)]. We now construct he CFHG grammar 
G' = (N, A, P', Xin) with zo,(X) = #q(X) for every Xe N, and the productions of P' 
are obtained as follows: Let X - ,  H be in P. Define the set of useful nodes of H by 
useful(H)= {re VHI V is a terminal node of H} w {vertH(e, i) t esnedg(H), 
i~t/(lab(e))}. Note that, since G is incidence sensitive, portz~ is included in 
[1, r/(X)] x useful(H) and the terminal edges of H are incident with nodes in 
useful(H) only. Then X-,remove(H) is in P', where remove(H) is the multiple 
hypergraph (V, E, lab, vert, port) with V= useful(H), E=E, ,  port =por t , ,  
lab(e) = labH(e) for every e EE , ,  vert(e) = vertH(e ) for every e e tedg(H), and 
vert(e) = (vertH(e, 1) ..... vertH(e, q(lab(e)))) for every e e nedg(H). 
To prove that L(G')= L(G), it can be shown that the set of sentential forms 
of G' is the set {remove(K) I K is a sentential form of G}. This can be shown by 
induction on the length of the derivation of the sentential form. The key result 
needed in the induction step is the following: if K is a sentential form of G, e is a 
nonterminal edge of K with label X, and X - ,  H is in P, then remove(K[H/e])= 
remove(K)[remove(H)/e]m. This can easily be checked. Note that it is true only 
because G is proper; in particular, the parasite-free and non-overlapping properties 
are needed because otherwise there might be terminal edges that are merged in 
remove(K[H/e]), but kept apart in remove(K)[remove(H)/e]m, cf. the examples in 
the introduction of Section 4 (in both Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, K[H/e]m is the multiple 
hypergraph shown in Fig. 13, with two a-labeled edges between the same pair of 
nodes). | 
EXAMPLE 6. Consider the S-HH grammar G5 of Example 5. The productions of 
CFHG grammar G6, which is G; as constructed in the proof of Theorem 7, are 
a 
<2> a 
FIG. 13. Non-merged ges. 
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given in Fig. 14. They are obtained from those of G5 by dropping tentacles 2 and 
3 of X and tentacle 2 of Y, and by changing 3and 4 into 2 and 3, respectively. Note 
that in G 6 "c(X')= 1 and z(Y)= 3. G 6 is a CFHG grammar generating the same 
language as the S-HH grammar G1 (cf. Fig. 1). 
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 7 we obtain the following result on 
graph languages. 
COROLLARY 8. Every S-HH graph language of bounded egree is in CFHG. 
Since, as shown in [CouEngRoz90], the class of S-HH graph languages equals 
the class C-edNCE of confluent edNCE graph languages, this means that every 
C-edNCE graph language of bounded degree is in CFHG. This generalizes the 
analogous result shown for the subclass B-edNCE of C-edNCE in [EngRoz90, 
Theorem 7]. It has been proved independently b Brandenburg [Bra91] that every 
C-edNCE graph language of bounded egree is in B-edNCE (and hence that the 
above corollary holds). An alternative, completely different, proof of Corollary 8 is 
given in [CouEng91, Remark 3.9]. 
Since all CFHG graph languages are in B-edNCE [EngRoz90], this means that 






X > - / 
(2 
O F - 
y -----> 
c / I ,2  
1 a J 
1 a 
Y ~ _- ; _- 
Cr -2 
- c ~ -3  
FIG. 14. CFHG grammar G6, equivalent toS-HH grammar GI. 
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CFHG, S-HH, B-edNCE, and C-edNCE contain the same graph languages of 
bounded egree. This suggests that there is just one class of "context-free graph 
languages of bounded egree" (see also [Eng92]). 
Examples of graph languages of bounded degree are string languages and 
(ranked) tree languages, where strings and trees are viewed as graphs in the 
obvious way. Thus, CFHG grammars, S-HH grammars, B-edNCE grammars, and 
C-edNCE grammars all generate the same class of string languages, and the same 
class of tree languages. This class of string languages was first investigated, for 
CFHG grammars, in [HabKre87a]; it is shown in [EngHey91] that it is the 
class of string languages generated by deterministic tree-walking tree-to-string 
transducers ( ee [EngRoz90, Section 10] for the case of B-edNCE grammars). 
Another consequence of Theorem 7 is, as already mentioned in [CouEngRoz90, 
Theorem 7.5], the existence of CFHG hypergraph languages that are not in S-HH. 
It was proved there that there exist hypergraph languages of bounded hyper-degree 
that are in CFHG but not in S-CFHG. Note that all CFHG graph languages are 
in S-HH. It would be more satisfactory togeneralize S-HH grammars in such a way 
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